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*Running times are based on a fully charged product with
a new battery in normal usage, according to internal tests.

2 in 1 Handheld Use
Flexible to your daily needs, this powerful 2in1 cordless vacuum can 
be used as either a stick or handheld vacuum. Handheld use is 
suitable for quick cleanups and is easy to carry.

70 Minutes* Run Time
With a running time of up to 70 minutes*, this 2in1 stick vacuum 
cleaner offers you the flexibility of cordless use without cutting your 
cleaning time, meaning more than enough charge to complete the 
cleaning routine.  

Foldable Handle
This convenient vacuum cleaner provides a space-saving 
storage thanks to its foldable handle. It needs less space in your 
cupboard to house your vacuum cleaner. 

Turbo brush with
LED lights
The LED lights mounted on the vacuum head offer a practical 
solution to cleaning in hard to reach corners, under furniture and 
in other places where lighting is poor. Its LED lighting and 
turbo-powered brush allow an efficient cleaning.

Detachable Battery 
Its 21.6 V Li-ion battery can be easily removed from the body. This 
offers you a convenient and long-lasting product usage experience.

PV-X85M
Colour
Model

Deep Red
Size (Length x Width x Height, mm) (Stick) 270 x 205 x 210
Weight (Stick*1 / Handheld*2, kg) 2.9 / 1/4
Head Turbo Brush with LED Illuminated
Battery  
Charging Time (hrs)

Li-ion brush DC 21.6V
Approx. 4-6

Operation Time*3 (min) (Standard) Approx. 70
(High) Approx. 21

Dust Capacity (max. line, L) 0.4
Dust Bin Capacity (L) 0.5
Dust Case Washable
LED Light Head
Self Stand Yes
Accessories

*1 The weight of body, extension pipe and head. *2 The body weight only.
*3 Full charge, new battery, ambient temperature 20°C running time may differ depending on ambient temperature. *4 ZD12D270050BS: BS type plug shape, JOD-S-270050GS: VDE type plug shape.

Turbo Brush with LED Illuminated, AC Adapter*4
2in1 Cleaning Brush (for crevice and dust brush functions)
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